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It is shown that the infimum over all choices of the operator X of the norm 
of the operator matrix [i f, whose entries are operators on Hilbert spaces, is the 
minimum of the norms of the first row and of the first column, and an explicit 
formula for a minimizing X is given in terms of A, B, C, and their adjoints. 
A generalization of a fundamental theorem on Hankel operators is seen to 
follow immediately from this result. The formula is then used to prove a 
generalization of the Sz. Nagy-Foiag lifting theorem which in turn yields inter- 
polation theorems for analytic functions from the unit disc to a von Neumann 
algebra. The generalized lifting theorem also implies a generalization of the 
theorem of Ando asserting the existence of commuting unitary dilations for a 
pair of commuting contractions and a generalized von Neumann inequality 
(/ X a,$PTk (1 < sup{11 x A,gzjwk 11 1 1 z 1 = 1 eu I = 1) for operator polynomials 
I: A&P in two commuting contractions S, T with operator coefficients Ajk 
which commute with S, T and their adjoints. 
Let B(H, K) denote the Banach space of all bounded operators from a Hilbert 
space H to a Hilbert space K. Let HI and Kl be subspaces of H and K, respec- 
tively, and consider B(H, , KJ as isometrically embedded in B(H, K) by 
identifying an operator in B(H, , Kl) with its unique extension to H which is 
zero on H,l. Our principal observation will be that there is a very simple way 
of determining the norm of the image p(T) of an element T of B(H, K) under 
the quotient map p: B(H, K) --+ B(H, K)/B(H, , Kl). 
Any T E B(H, K) may be restricted to HIL to obtain an operator T 1 HII 
which depends only on the image p(T) of T in the quotient, and it is trivial that 
the norm of p(T) is at least as great as the norm of this restriction: 
II fU’)II = infill T + XII I X E WC > W 
2 WIG” + XI I KL II I X E BW, 9 &)I = II T I HI1 II- 
Similar considerations applied to T* (considered as an operator from K to H 
by identifying K with K* and H with H* in the usual way) show that 11 p( T)ll >, 
II T* I KIL II, ad hence for any T E W, K), II p(T)11 2 m={ll T I HIL II, 
11 T* I KIL II}. Our observation is that this trivial inequality is actually an equality 
and that it may be viewed as the crucial step in a proof of the Sz. Nagy-Foiag 
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lifting theorem. In fact, we shall use a constructive version of the observation 
which explicitly gives an XE B(H, , Kr) with ]IP(T)II = Ij T + S 11 to prove a 
generalization of the lifting theorem which yields interpolation theorems for 
analytic functions from the unit disc to a von Neumann algebra in the same way 
that the standard lifting theorem implies such results for the special case in 
which the von Neumann algebra consists of all bounded operators. 
There is a simple interpretation of our observation in terms of operator 
matrices. An operator T E B(H, K) may be considered as an operator matrix 
T = [i xc] where A: HII + Krl, II: HIi + Kr , C: HI + K,l, X: HI + Kl . 
Then /I p(T)11 is th e m . fi mum of the norms of these operator matrices as X ranges 
over B(H, , KI), jl T I HII 11 is the norm of the first column of T (considered as 
an operator from H,’ to K), and 11 T* j K,l /I is the norm of the first row. Our 
result states that the infimum of I/ T 11 over all choices of X is the maximum of 
the norms of the first row and the first column of the matrix. Further, we shall 
show that this infimum is actually attained and that it is, in fact, attained for an 
X which has a fairly simple expression in terms of A, II, C, and their adjoints. 
In particular, we shall show that in the special case in which HI = Kr and 
H=K=H,@H,, the minimizing X may be chosen to lie in the von 
Neumann algebra generated by A, B, and C. It is this last fact which will enable 
us to obtain interpolation theorems for analytic functions with values in a 
von Neumann algebra. 
The organization of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we shall prove our 
observation concerning the norm of p(T). I n S t ec ion 3 we remark that a funda- 
mental theorem of Nehari on Hankel operators follows in a very transparent 
way from the observation. Page [6] h as already remarked that Nehari’s theorem 
follows easily from the Sz. Nagy-Foias lifting theorem, and the fact that it is 
also a consequence of the observation indicates that a substantial part of the 
power of the lifting theorem may be already present in the observation. 
In Section 4 we use the observation to prove a generalized version of the 
lifting theorem which will be applied in Section 6 to obtain interpolation 
theorems for analytic functions from the unit disc to a von Neumann algebra. 
In addition, in Section 5 we show how the generalized lifting theorem implies 
a generalized von Neumann inequality /I C AjRSjTY /I < sup{l/x Ai&w’ 11 / I z I = 
[ w 1 = l} for polynomials in two commuting contractions S and T with operator 
coefficients Aj, which commute with S, S*, T, and T*. 
We now summarize our notation and conventions. First of all, we shall 
consider only bounded operators T: H -+ K between Hilbert spaces H and K. 
We identify H and K with their duals H*, K* under the usual conjugate-linear 
map (which sends x E H to the functional x* E H* defined by x*(y) = (y, x)), 
and having made this identification, we consider the adjoint T*: K* --f H* as a 
mapping from K to H. 
If T: H -+ K, then by the polar decomposition of T we mean the unique 
factorization T = US, where S is a positive operator (actually, S = (T*T)l/‘) 
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and U: H -+ K is a partial isometry with initial space the closure of the range 
of T*, cl(range T*), and final space cl(range 2’). If T* = V(TT*)1/2 is the polar 
factorization of T*, then one easily verifies that T = (TT*)l12 V* = 
V*(V(TT*)‘i2 I’*) is a polar factorization for T, and hence by the uniqueness 
of this factorization, U = V* and ( T*T)l12 = U*(TT*)l’? U. It follows that 
(i) T = U(T*T)1/2 = (TT*)lj2 U, and 
(ii) for any continuous function f, Uf(T*T) = f(TT*)U, this last 
relation being implied by (i) for polynomials f and established for general f by 
approsimation. We shall use these facts frequently in the computations of 
Section 2. 
The identity operator on a Hilbert space K will be denoted by IK , or simply I. 
The projection from K to a subspace H will be written as P, . IfL is an operator 
on K, the operator P,L 1 H, called the projection (or compression) of L to H, 
will be denoted bppr,L. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let H, C H, K, C K be Hilbert spaces andp: B(H, K) --) B(H, K)/B(H, , KJ 
the quotient map. Let H,, = H oHI, K, = K @ K, . Let T be an operator 
from H to K and write A = PKO T 1 HO, B = PK, T / HO, C = PKO T 1 HI. 
For any X E B(H, , K,), let M, be the operator from H = H,, @ HI to K = 
K,, @ Kl whose matrix with respect to the indicated direct sum decompositions 
is 
Then as X runs over B(H, , K,), M, runs over the coset T + B(H, , Kl) in 
B(H, K). 
THEOREM 1. For any TEB(H, K), ilp(T)II = max(ll T I HOI/, I[ T* j K,/I}. 
Further, there are sequences of real numbers {cn}, {d,}, such that the weak limit 
X = wk Km,,, - cnB(I - d,A*A)-l A*C exists and satisjies 11 fil, 11 = II p(T)lj. 
Proof. As explained in the Introduction, the inequality IIp(T)II > 
max{ll T I HO 11, // T* / K, Ii} is trivial. Also, replacing T by a scalar multiple 
of itself shows that it is sufficient to prove that if both I/ T 1 Ho 11 and I] T* / K, II 
are no greater than one, then there exists an X of the form above such that 
II Mxll = 1. 
Observe that from the general operator equality II S /I2 = /I S*S 11 and routine 
matrix calculations it follows that 11 T j HO II2 = I/ A*A + B*B 11 and 11 T* I K,, II*= 
\I AA* + CC* 11. First we consider the special case in which A*A + B*B = IH, 
and AA* + CC* = IKO . Let A = U,(A*A)112, B = U,(B*B)lP, C = 
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U,(C*C)rl*, be the polar decompositions of A, B, and C. We shall first show 
that /I M, 11 < 1 when X is defined as X = -U,A*U, (The motivation for 
this choice of X is that the first column, T 1 Ha , of M, is an isometry, and from 
this it is easy to see that if M, is to be a contraction, then the range of the second 
column, T 1 HI, must be orthogonal to the range of the first. That is, we must 
have for all II E H,, , z, E H, , (Au, C~J) + (Bu, Xv) = 0, which is equivalent to 
,-l*C + B*X = 0. This last equation suggests the definition S = -B*-rA*C, 
and when B is actually invertible we have 
B*-‘-4°C = [(B*B)“2U~]-‘(A*8)1’2U~(CC*)1’aC’c 
= U,[(B*B)1’2]-1(A*A)1.12U;(I - AA*)l’“U, 
= UB[(I - ,4*A)1’2]-1(,4*A)1’2(I - A*A)= U”U, 
= U,A*Uc. 
Here, and henceforth, we use repeatedly the facts (i) and (ii) mentioned in the 
discussion of the polar decomposition in the introduction.) Now 
B*X = -(B*B)l” U$UBA*Uc = -(B*B)1’2 ,4*Uc 
because U,*U, is the projection on cl(range B*) = Null(B)‘- = Nu~~((B*B)~;“)’ 
and hence (B*B)W Uz UB = (B*B)1’2. Thus 
B*X zzz -(B*B)lf2 A*Uc = -(I - A*A)1’2(A*A)1’2 U;Uc 
= -(A*A)“2U,*(I - AA*)“2Uc 
= -(A*-4)1’2U;(CC*)1’2U, = -A*C, 
which shows that with this choice of X, the range of M, 1 H,, is indeed orthogonal 
to the range of M, ’ H, . Given this, it is immediate that (1 M, (I < 1 if and only 
if both I[ M, 1 H, // < 1 (which is true because (M, 1 H,,)*(M, / H,,) = A*A + 
B*B = I) and 11 M, I HI II = 1. Now I! M, 1 HI II2 = II C*C L IYcX/I, and 
C*C + X*X = Uz[CC*U, + U;AU,*UBA*Uc 
< U;CC*Uc+ U;AA*U, 
= U;(CC* + AA*)lJ, < I. 
Thus we have shown that 11 n/r, !I .< 1 when A*A + B*B = I and 
AA* + CC* = I. 
Now we consider the general case A*A + B*B < I, AA* + CC” < I. Let 
K2 = cl(range(lHO - A*A - B*B)lj2), H, = cl(range(IKO - AA* - CC*)1!2, 
H; = Hl @ H2 , K; = Kl @ K2. Define B’ = B @ (I - -4*--l - B*B)112: 
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H,,+K;, and C’: II; =H,@H, + K, as the operator whose adjoint is 
C’* = C* @ (IKO - AA* - CC*)lj2: K, -+ HI @ H, . Then A*A + B’*B’ = 
IHO and AA* + C’C’* = IKo. By what we have already proved, there is an 
operator Y: Hi -+ Ki such that the operator Nr : H,, @ Hi + K,, @ K; 
defined by the matrix N, = [$ $‘I satisfies 11 NY j\ = 1. 
The operator NY may also be represented as the following 3 x 3 matrix 
with respect to the direct sum decompositions Ho @ Hi = Ho @ HI @ H2, 
K,@K; = K,,@K,@K,: 
A C (I - AA* - CC*)1i2 
NY = 
(I - A,,4B- B*B)‘j2 
Yl y2 
Y2 Y4 1 
where 
is the matrix of Y with respect to the decompositions Hi = HI @ H, and 
K; = Kl @ K2 . Since /I N, /I < 1, it is pbvious that the norm of the submatrix 
[j F,] is no greater than one, and thus we have found an X = Yr such that 
]I M, I] < 1. Finally we shall show that if Y is defined as above by Y = 
-U,,A*U,/ , and if I/ A 11 < 1, then X = Yr is given by the explicit formula 
X = --B(I - A*A)-l A*C, and that when 11 A I/ = 1, then X is a weak limit 
of a sequence of corresponding operators obtained by replacing A by CA 
(0 < c < 1). 
Assume I] A 11 < 1. Since CC’* = IK, - AA*, C’C’* is invertible, and 
UC, 1 HI = (C’C’*)-1’2(C’C’*)1’2Hc~ 1 HI = (CT’*)-“*C’ 1 HI 
= (c’c’*)-l’2c = (IKo - Ar3*)-1’2C 
and if P denotes the projection from K,, @ K; to K, @ Kl , 
pUB.A* = pB’(#*B’)-1’2A* 
= PB’(I,,o - A*A)-1’2A* = (B(I - A*A)-1’2A*. 
Hence, 
X = PY 1 HI = -PUBtA*Uc’ 1 HI 
= -B(IH, - i4*A)-?4*(I~o - AR*)-1’2C. 
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Now 
A*(&, - AA*)-1’2 = (A*Ay2U~(IKo - AA*)-l’” 
= (A*Ay2(IHo - A*A)y2U; 
where we have used fact (ii) of the introduction with A* in place of T and 
f(x) = (1 - x)-1/2, and combining these equations gives 
x = --B(I - A*&1 Ll*c. 
Finally, to handle the general case 11 A 11 < 1, let 0 < c < 1 and set X, = 
-&(I - c~A*A)-~ A*C. From what we have just proved, each matrix [“i : ] 
has norm at most 1, and from the compactness of the unit ball of operators & 
the weak operator topology, there exists a sequence 0 < c1 < c, < ... < 
c?I < *** + 1 such that the operators X, converge weakly as n + co to an 
operator X, and it is obvious that [i 3 has”norm at most 1. 
3. HANKEL OPERATORS 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and properties 
of Hankel operators (cf. [5], [6]) and with Nehari’s fundamental theorem 
[5, Theorem 11 which states that the norm of any Hankel operator is the infimum 
of the norms of its associated functions. This familiarity will be needed only 
for this section. 
Let 
‘a, a, fz2 u3 . ..’ 
a, a2 a, u4 ... 
a, a, a* ; ... 
a3 a4 : . . . . _. . 
H= 
be a Hankel matrix, considered as an operator on the Hardy space Hz of the 
unit circle C, where the matrix is written with respect to the usual Fourier 
basis {.P}~=~ for Hz. (Here an denotes the nth power of the coordinate function 
on C.) We wish to construct an operator a: Hz + L2(C) with matrix (with 
respect to the basis {.a”>~~~ for L2(C)) of the Hankel form 
fj= 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
u-2 a-, a, *.. 
a-, a, a, ... 
a, a, u2 *** 
a, 4* a3 ... 
. . . . . . ,. . . 
1 
c zeroth row 
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such that I] A )I = )I HI]. That such an I? exists is the content of Nehari’s 
fundamental theorem. 
We construct l? inductively, first constructing a Hankel matrix H-, : H2 --t 
V {zj 1 j > -l} whose matrix looks like 
-+ zeroth row 
such that I] H-, 11 = 11 H ]I. This, of course, only involves the choice of a-, . 
Given that this construction is always possible, succesive iterations will produce 
am2 , u-s ,..., and A. To choose a-, , write 
XIB 
H-, = --I-- , L 1 CIA 
where the partitions correspond to the partitions in the previous matrix for 
HP, ; that is, X = [u-J, B = [q, a, u2 ---I, etc. Note that the submatrices [‘$ 
and [C A] obviously have the same norm as H. (In fact, each of these matrices 
is of the form UHV with U and V isometries.) By Theorem 1, there exists an 
X = [u-i] such that I) H-,\I = jl H II. 
The same proof handles the case of “vectorial” Hankel operators in which 
the coefficients ui of H are operators (as does Page’s proof using the lifting 
theorem). Using the characterization of X given in Theorem 1, one can also 
easily obtain a Nehari theorem for Hankel matrices with operator coefficients 
from some von Neumann algebra. That is, if the entries of H lie in some von 
Neumann algebra, then there exists a Hankel dilation I? as above with entries 
from the same von Neumann algebra and satisfying 11 A II = I] H 11. 
4. THE LIFTING THEOREM AND UNITARY DILATIONS 
In this section we indicate how Theorem 1 can be used to prove a generaliza- 
tion of the Sz. Nagy-Foia3 lifting theorem. Before stating this generalization 
we introduce some notation and review a few facts about isometric dilations. 
Let S be a contraction operator on a Hilbert space H. Recall that the minimal 
isometric dilation U of S may be constructed as follows. Let X1 = H @ 
cl(l - S*S)112H. Define an operator Vi on K1 by U1(x, JJ) = (SC, (I- S*S)%c). 
Then U, is a partial isometry on Ki with initial space H. Replacing S by U, 
and iterating this process, one obtains an increasing sequence H C Kl C K2 C *-- 
of Hilbert spaces and a sequence {U,}g, of partial isometries U,, on K,, such 
W/30/3-3 
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that for all 71 > 2, K, = Knel @ (I - Uk,U,-,) Knpl and UJx, y) = 
( Un-lx, (I - U,*_, U,-,)x) for x E K,-l , y E (I - Uz-, U,-,) K,-, . The space K 
on which U acts is defined to be the inductive limit of the K,, , which may be 
realized concretely as K = KI 0 (@z, Ki 0 Kipl). For any x E K, and any 
71 > m + 1, U,x = U,n+l~ is independent of 71, and Ij U,,x [j = I/ x 11, so the 
definition U.X = U nL+l~ for x E K, defines an isometry U on the union of all 
the K,, , a dense linear manifold in K, and then U may be extended to an 
isometry on K. One easily checks that prH(Un) = Sn for all it > 0 (recall that 
prH(Un) denotes the restriction to H of PHUn), so U is an isometric dilation 
of S. Moreover, for any n the linear span of H, UH, VH,..., U*H, is easily 
seen to be K,, , so U is the minimal isometric dilation for S. 
Now if A is any operator on H which commutes with S and S*, then the 
operator 2 defined on KI = H @ cl(1 - S*S)1;2H by 2(x, y) = (Ax, Ay) 
(note that Ay E cl(1 - S*S)l12H because A commutes with (I - S*S)) is an 
extension of d to KI which commutes with c’, and CT:. Iterating this extension 
process yields an extension A of A to K which commutes with U and U*. 
Further, the map A H A^ is a star-monomorphism from the algebra of operators 
on H which commute with S and S* to the algebra of operators on K which 
commute with U and U*. We shall refer to a as the canonical extension of A to K. 
Note that L! is uniquely determined by the condition that it extend A and 
commute with U because the linear manifold generated by all U”H, n > 0, is 
dense in K. 
Now consider an operator Ton H which commutes with S (but not necessarily 
with S*). The Sz. Nagy-Foiag lifting theorem says that T has a dilation T to K 
with II T II = II T II such that the pair U, T dilates the pair S, T, where this last 
statement means that for all polynomials q(z, w) = C ai&+ in two variables 
with complex coefficients, q(S, T) = ~Y&U, 3;). The dilation T is not usually 
unique, and it is natural to ask if it may be chosen so that it commutes with all 
canonical extensions d of operators A which commute with S, S*, T, and T*. 
Our generalization of the lifting theorem states that this is in fact the case. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a contraction on H, T an operator which commutes with 
S, and U the minimal isometric dilation of S to K 3 H. Let ‘3 denote the algebra 
of all operators which commute with S, S*, T, and T*. Then there exists an 
operator T on K szach that: 
(i) T commutes with U and with all A- for A E VI 
(ii) For any jkite collection of operators A,, E ‘%, (0 < i. j < n) 
pr& A, Ui Tj) = C A&ii Tj 
(iii) II T II = II T II. 
Proof. We shall use the notation of the discussion preceding the theorem. 
The proof, like most other proofs of the lifting theorem [cf. 8, 131; will construct 
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p in stages. At the first stage one shows that there exists an operator Tl on K1 
with 11 Tl 11 = I/ T I/ such that Tl commutes with U, and all a 1 K1 for A E %, 
and such that 
(ii)’ for any finite collection of operators Aii E ‘U, PYH C AijUliTl’ = 
x AijSi Tj. 
This is the non-routine part of the proof. Given that Tl always exists, one 
can replace the pair S, T by the pair U, , Tl and iterate the process, obtaining 
at the nth stage an operator T,, on K, with 11 T, 11 = II T,,-, 11 = // T II such that 
T,, commutes with U, and all A 1 K,, for A E 2l, and such that (ii)’ holds with H 
replaced by Knpl , the pair U, , Tl replaced by U, , T,, , and S, T replaced by 
lJ,-, , T,-, (which implies that 
(ii)” for any finite collection of operators Aij E ‘8, prHx kfijUniT,,~ = 
x AijS”Tj). 
It is now a routine exercise, whose solution we shall only sketch, to show that 
the T,, (considered as operators on K which are 0 on K,l) converge in the 
strong operator topology to an operator i’ which has the stated properties. 
First one observes that, setting P, = PKm , for all n > m, P,,,T,, 1 Km = T,,, , 
and hence for all X, y E K,, , (T,p, y) = (T,x, P,y) = (P,T,x, y) = (T,x, y). 
Since the union of all the Km is dense in K and the sequence (T,,} is bounded, 
this implies that the T, converge weakly to an operator which we name p, 
and that P,,,T I K,,, = T, . Moreover, the T, actually converge strongly, 
because for all x E H,, , (T, - F)x = Pn(Tn - T)x + (I - P,)(T, - T)x = 
(I- P,)( T, - T)x = (I - P,J( - T)x, which goes to zero as tf -+ co. A similar 
argument shows that U, converges strongly to U and since U,T,, = T,U,, 
and multiplication is continuous in the strong operator topology on the unit 
ball, it follows that Vi = FU. Similarly, T commutes with all A^ when A E ‘$I. 
Thus statement (i) of the theorem holds. Statement (iii) is obvious, and (ii) is an 
immediate consequence of (ii)” and the strong convergence of the U,, and T, . 
Having reduced the problem to showing that Tl exists, we simplify the 
notation by writing K in place of Kl , U in place of U, , and T in place of Tl . 
Thus U is now defined on K = H @ cl(1- S*S)l12H by U&y) = (Sx, 
(.Z - S*S)1/2~), and for any A E 2I, A is defined by a(~, y) = (Ax, AJJ). We 
shall also write T’ for the operator on K defined by T’(x, y) = (TX, 0). 
To find T it will be convenient to change the representation. Let HI = 
H @ {0}, H2 = K @ HI , Kl = UH, , and K, = K 0 Kl . Our main insight 
is that the set of all operators p on K which commute with U and satisfy 
pyH( T) = T is precisely the coset L + B(K, , H,), where L E B(K, K) is any one 
such operator. For, supposing momentarily that such an L exists, we have for 
any such T that PY~,( T - L) = p~~~(Tlc) - pyH1(L) = T - T = 0, so the range 
of~--LisinH2.Further,(i”--L)PK,=(~--L)UU*=U(2”-L)U*= 
UP,I(T - L) lJ* = U . pyHl(T - L) U* = 0, where the first equality follows 
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because PK, = UU*, the second because T and L commute with U, the third 
because UPH, = U, and the last because the range of U* is HI . This shows 
that p -L E B(K, , K), and it follows that T -L E B(K, , H,). Conversely, if 
C E B(K, , HJ, then prHJL + C) = pr,l(L) + prHI(C) = T + 0 = T, and 
also L + C commutes with U because L commutes with U and UC = 0 = CU. 
To complete the characterization of the p we need only show that such an L 
exists. We begin by defining L to be any operator such that 
(a) LPK, = UTU* and 
(b) P,,L = T’. 
There is such an L because, for instance, we may take L = UTU* + T‘PK, , 
in which case (a) follows because U*P, 1 = U* and (b) because 
P,,L = PHIL(P, + PK,) = P,,UTU* + T’PK, = STU* + T’PK, 
= TSU* f T’PK, = TPH,UU* f T’PK, = TPHPK, + T’PR, = T: 
Now we shall verify that any L satisfying (a) and (b) also satisfies 
(c) pr,l(L) = T and 
(d) LU = UL. 
We have LU = LPKIU = UTU*U = UTPHl = UT’ = UP,,L = UL which 
proves (d), and (c) is an immediate consequence of (b). Thus we have now 
verified that the set of all operators TT(E B(K, K) satisfying prH,(p) = T and 
TlJ = UT is nonempty and is exactly the cosetL + B(K, , H,) whereL E B(K,K) 
is any operator satisfying (a) and (b). 
The result of Section 2 now tells us that there exists such a T with norm the 
maximum of the norms of the operators in (a) and (b), and both of these clearly 
have the same norm as T. Thus there exists such a T with 11 T 11 = /I T 11. 
Further, if we set A = P,,LP,, = TIP,, , B = PHzLPK, = PHeUTU* = 
Par UT’U*, C = PH LP, = 
chiose this T to be of’ the term 
T’PK, , then Theorem 1 tells us that we may 
T = A + B + C + wk lim cfi(l - d,A*A)-1 A*C. 
k 
Now if E E rU, then l? holds all the spaces HI, H, , Kl , and K, invariant (the 
invariance of Kl and K, follows from the fact that the .I? commute with U and 
U* and hence with PK, = VU*), and i? commutes with U and T’. It follows 
that I? commutes with A, B, and C, and hence with T. 
To complete the proof we need only show that 
(ii)’ prH(x &,Uif’i) = C A$iTj when Aij E 5!f. 
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To see this, note that p holds H-L = HII invariant because T commutes with 
U and H-L is precisely the nullspace of the partial isometry U. This and the fact 
that prHT = T’ say that the matrix of T with respect to the decomposition 
K = H @ H’- is of the form T = [‘, “,I, where the entries denoted by stars 
are irrelevant. Since the matrices of U and A(A E Ql) are respectively of the 
forms U = [“, z] and A^ = [{ :I, equation (ii)’ follows immediately. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
A theorem of Ando [l] states that any pair of commuting contractions S, T 
on a Hilbert space H can be dilated to a pair of commuting unitary operators 
U, V on a larger Hilbert space K. There is a simple connection between this 
result and the lifting theorem. If M denotes the smallest subspace of K which 
contains H and is invariant under U, then the restriction of U to M is the 
minimal isometric dilation of S, and a dilation T of T to M satisfying the 
conclusion of the lifting theorem (that is, such that T commutes with U 1 M, 
the pair U 1 M, T dilates the pair S, T and ]I T (1 = I/ T 11) can be obtained by 
simply defining T = pyM(V). Th e verification of this assertion is a routine 
calculation using the ideas of elementary dilation theory [cf. 71. 
Conversely, it is easy to derive Ando’s theorem from the lifting theorem. 
The basic idea is that given S, T, one first uses the lifting theorem to dilate 
this pair to a pair U,, , 7, where U,, is the minimal isometric dilation of S and T 
is as described in Theorem 2. One then dilates T to its minimal unitary dilation 
V and extends U,, to a unitary operator U which commutes with V using a 
slight generalization of the canonical extension. The final result is a commuting 
pair U, V of unitary operators which dilates the pair S, T. Moreover, it is easy 
to show that any operator on H which commutes with S, T, S*, and T* may be 
extended to an operator which commutes with U and V. Thus as a more or 
less immediate consequence of Theorem 2 one obtains a generalization of Ando’s 
theorem which is related to the original in the same way that Theorem 2 is 
related to the Sz.-Nagy-Foias lifting theorem. 
Before proving this generalization, we shall need several simple intermediate 
results. The first is a particular case of a result of R. G. Douglas [15, Theorem 23. 
Since the proof for our special case is very short, we give it here for the reader’s 
convenience. 
LEMMA (Douglas). Let V be an isometry on a Hilbert space H, U an isometric 
extension of V to a space K 3 H, and ‘u the algebra of all operators on H which 
commute with V. Then each A E rU can be extended to an operator A- which com- 
mutes with U in such a way that the map A ++ A-is a wm-presekng monomorphism 
which also satisjies (A) = (A)* whenever A and A* are both in 2l. Further, if U 
is the minimal unitary extension of V, then there is only one such map A w A. 
Proof. Let K,, denote the subspace of K generated by all vectors of the form 
xi”=, U-ixj with xj E H an n an arbitrary non-negative integer. Then U 1 K, d 
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is the minimal unitary extension of 17. For each A E YI, define ~~(~~-a U-k,) = 
C,“=, U-j& , and extend A to K by requiring that it annihilate &,I. The 
operator 2 is well-defined and (IA(I = 11 A 11 because 
= 11 A c V”-jxj (( < 11 A 11 . /I 1 U-ki 11. 
That the map A H -4 is a monomorphism which preserves adjoints is routine. 
As an easy corollary, we shall now observe that Theorem 2 holds with the 
minimal isometric dilation U for S replaced by an arbitrary isometric dilation. 
COROLLARY 3. Let S and T be commuting contractions on a Hilbert space H, 
% the algebra of all operators which commute with S, S*, T, and T*, and U any 
isometric dilation of S to a space K r) H. Then there exist: 
(i) for each A E W, an extension A of A to K which commutes with U such 
that the map A + A is a star-monomorphism, and 
(ii) a dilation T’ of T to K which commutes with U and all A with A E %[, 
such that 
(iii) for any @site collection of operators Aij E +2l (0 < i, j < n), 
prHxF,j=O A,,UT’j = 2 AiiSiTj, and 
(iv) II T’ II = II TII. 
Proof. Let 1’ be the minimal isometric dilation of S to a space Ko between 
K and H: K 3 K,, 3 H. Apply Theorem 2 to obtain an operator Ton K,, satisfying 
the conclusions of that theorem, and then apply the lemma to extend p to an 
operator T’ = 7 on K. Similarly, given any A E 2l, let a denote its canonical 
extension to K0 and use the lemma to extend A^ to an operator 2 on K. Verifica- 
tion of the stated properties is routine. 
Now we state and prove the promised generalization of Ando’s theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let S and T be commuting contractions on a Hilbert space H, and 
let 9I denote the algebra of operators commuting with S, S*, T, and T*. Then 
there exist: 
(i) unitary operators U and V acting on a Hilbert space K 3 H, and 
(ii) for each A E ‘L[, an extension A- of A to K such that the map A +-+ A- 
from !?I to B(K, K) is a star-monomorphism of F-algebras, and 
(iii) for each A E ?I, A- commutes with U and V, and 
(iv) for any Jinite collection Aij E CLI, prH C &UiVj = x AijS’Tj. 
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Proof. Let U, be the minimal unitary dilation of S to a space K,, , and for 
each A E !?l, let an extension A of A to K,, and a dilation T’ of T to K, be as given 
by Corollary 3 with K,, in place of K. Let V be the minimal unitary dilation of T’ 
to a space K3 K, . 
If E is any operator on K,, which commutes with T’ and (T’)*, there is a 
unique extension .!I? of E to K which commutes with V. This extension is 
obtained by first using the canonical extension to extend E to the subspace of K 
on which the minimal isometric dilation of T’ acts and then applying the lemma 
to extend the canonical extension to K. Further, the map E I-+ I? is a star- 
monomorphism, and therefore, if E is unitary, so is 8. 
Since U,, is unitary, it commutes with both T’ and (T’)*, so the extentiion 
just defined applies to U,, to yield a unitary extension 0, of U,, to K. Let U = l?,, . 
Finally, if A E ‘3, define an extension a of A to K by: a = 2, where we hope 
the reader will pardon the slight ambiguity in notation. Verification of the 
stated properties is now routine. 
5. A GENERALIZED VON NEUMANN INEQUALITY FOR 
Two COMMUTING CONTRACTIONS 
As an application of Theorem 4 we shall prove that if S and Tare commuting 
contractions and Ai (0 < i, j < n) any finite collection of operators which 
commute with S, S*, T, and T*, then 
!/I AijSiTj 11 < SUP 11 c A,#d (1, (1) 
where the supremum is taken over the set of all complex numbers z and w of 
modulus one. Letting p(z, w) denote the “polynomial” in two variables p(z, w) = 
x Aij&d with operator coefficients Aji , this inequality may be alternatively 
written as: 
II ~6% T)ll < II P IL . (2) 
The special case of this inequality in which p is a polynomial in x alone with 
scalar coefficients (so that T is not actually present in p(S, T)) is a classical 
result of von Neumann [IO]. The inequality for p a polynomial in z alone with 
operator coefficients which commute with S and S* was first proved by Arveson 
(unpublished) and has been generalized by Flak [4]. The inequality for polyno- 
mials in two variables with scalar coefficients is an easy consequence of Ando’s 
theorem and elementary spectral theory. The general inequality will foIlow 
easily from our generalization of Ando’s theorem. 
Assume for the moment that (2) holds when p is an operator polynomial in z 
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alone; that is, assume Arveson’s inequality. Given any p(z, w) = x Aij,$wj as 
above, Theorem 4 tells us that p(S, T) is a projection of an operator of the form 
where U and V are commuting unitary operators, and the map A --f d is a 
star-monomorphism. Since projection can only decrease norms, and since for 
any z, w, I] C d&wj ]I = 1) x A,,ziwi (1 (because a star-monomorphism of 
C*-algebras preserves norms), it is sufficient to prove (2) when S and T are 
unitary. But in this case (2) is an easy consequence of Arveson’s inequality 
because the commuting unitary operators U and v also commute with each 
other’s adjoints, and hence 
lb 
AijUiw5 11 A&w5 II = II P IIm 3 
where the first inequality follows from Arveson’s inequality by viewing C Aij Ui V 
as a polynomial in the operator V with operator coefficients. Thus we have 
reduced (2) to Arveson’s inequality: 
(4) 
For proofs of (4) see [3] or [4], or observe that for our purposes we only need (4) 
for unitary S, and a proof for this special case may easily be constructed by 
writing S = @iii S 1 Hk , where Hk is the spectral subspace for S corresponding 
to the arc of the unit circle (eit 1 27&/n < t < 2n-(Iz + 1)/n}. Then the Ai’s 
hold each Hk invariant so that C AiSi = @,“lt zi A,(S ) Hk)i, and since S j Hk 
differs from multiplication by the scalar exp(2&/n) by no more than 2m/n, the 
inequality follows from a routine approximation argument. We have proved: 
THEOREM 5. The inequality (2) above holds for all pairs S, T of commuting 
contractions and all polynomials p(z, w) = C A&wj in two variabless with 
operator coeficients Aij such that each Aij commutes with S, S*, T, and T”. 
It seems difficult to weaken the hypothesis that the Aij commute with S and T 
and their adjoints, and there are counterexamples to many conjectures along 
these lines. For instance, if S = [! i], A,, = S, and A, = I, then ]I A,, + A,S II= 
II 2S 11 = 2, but sup II A, + A,z I] = (i(3 + 5t/2)1/2 < 2, so (4) can fail for 
polynomials in one variable with operator coefficients which commute with S 
(but not with S*). See [3] for other counterexamples. Also, a recent example of 
Varopoulos shows that the analogue of (2) for polynomials p in three variables 
fails even for polynomials with scalar coefficients [ll]. 
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6. INTERPOLATION OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS INTO VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
Donald Sarason discovered the striking fact that a number of classical inter- 
polation theorems in complex function theory could be formulated entirely 
within the framework of dilation theory, and he proved a special case of the 
result now known as the Sz.-Nagy-Foiag lifting theorem which yielded these 
classical results plus a bit more [14]. Sarason’s techniques combined with the 
lifting theorem immediately give generalizations of these results, which deal 
with complex-valued functions on the open unit disc D, to the case of functions 
from D to the algebra B(K) of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space K. In a 
similar way, our generalization of the lifting theorem yields interpolation 
theorems for functions from D to an arbitrary von Neumann algebra. We shall 
give a specific example in a moment, but first we need a few preliminaries. 
Let C denote the unit circle in the complex plane. Let K be a separable 
Hilbert space, and let Hz(K) denote the Hilbert space of all square-integrable 
functions F from C to K with the property that JF(eit) e-i”t dt = 0 for all 
negative integers n, where dt is Lebesgue measure. We shall assume a familiarity 
with the basic properties of such spaces (cf. [2] or [9]). The algebra of all weakly 
measurable, essentially bounded functions @ from C to B(K) such that 
j @(eit) e-int dt = 0 for negative n will be called HKoo. When K is one-dimen- 
sional, we write H2 and H” in place of H*(K) and HKD. 
Any F E H2(K) has a Fourier series F .- I.,“=, A,eikt with A, = jF(eit) e-iPt dt. 
If 1 z 1 < 1, the series F(z) = x:,“=, A,z” converges absolutely and defines an 
analytic function on the open disc, which will also be denoted as F. Similar 
remarks apply to operator-valued functions @ E HKD. 
We shall need the fact that if ‘% is a von Neumann algebra acting on K and @ 
an operator-valued function in HKoc such that @(eit) E ‘Qf for almost all t, then 
the natural analytic extension of @ to the interior of the disc also takes values in ‘K 
This follows immediately from the fact that the Fourier coefficients of @, 
Iht j @(eit) e-’ d t are clearly in the double commutant PI” = 2l, and hence so is 
@(z)forall[zj <I. 
Given @ E HKm, we define the multiplication operator IcfO on H2(K) by: 
(JZ,JJ)(eit) = @(eit) F(eit) for all F E H2(K) and eit E C. When @(eit) = eit . IK , 
the operator MO will be called the unilateral shift U on Hz(K). It is well known 
that any operator on H2(K) which commutes with U is of the form IcZ@, and 
conversely. (For instance, it is easy to deduce this as a consequence of [12, 
Theorem 1, p. 1671.) Moreover, (1 M,[l = II@ ljm, where \I @ ]lrn denotes the 
essential supremum of /I @(eit)ll over C (or, equivalently, the supremum of 
II @G4II over D)- 
A typical classical interpolation problem asks when there exists an analytic 
function from the open unit disc D to itself which takes n prescribed points 
zr , a2 ,..., z, into n prescribed points wr , w2 ,..., w, , respectively. One answer 
is that this is possible if and only if IIpruM,jI < 1, where H denotes the 
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orthogonal complement in Hz of the set of all functions which vanish on 
Zl 9 q? ,--*, z, , and Q, is any Hco function which takes each zi to wj . (The 
operator pyHMo is independent of @ provided that @(xi) = wi for all i.) Sarason 
observed that if one sets S = prHIJ and T = pyHM, with @ as above, then the 
unilateral shift U on H” is the minimal isometric dilation for S, and the pair 
U, Al, dilates the pair S, T. Moreover, if 7 is any operator which commutes 
with U and such that the pair U, F dilates the pair S, T, then T is of the form 
MO for some @E H” satisfying @(xj) = wj for all i. Thus the problem of 
minimizing 11 @ Ilrn over the set of all HiL functions which send zj to wj is the 
same as the problem of minimizing 11 p II over all T such that the commuting 
pair U, F dilates the pair S, T. In other words, the interpolation theorem which 
states that the minimum of II@ jlLo over all @ sending the Zj to the wj is just 
11 prHMO II (so that such a @ which maps D to D exists if and only if /I pr,M, [I < 1) 
is essentially the Sz.-Nagy-Foiaa lifting theorem for this special choice of S 
and T. Using the same techniques coupled with our generalization of the lifting 
theorem, one can prove the following interpolation theorem for functions from 
D into a von Neumann algebra. 
THEOREM 6. Let zl, x2 ,..., z, be points in the open unit disc D and W, , 
W 2 ,-.-, W, operators in the open unit ball of a won Neumann algebra 9f acting on 
a separable Hilbert space K. Then there exists an analytic function @from D to 
theunitballof21with@(xi) = W,forj = 1,2,...,nifandonlyif/Ipr,Mp// < 1, 
where H denotes the orthogonal complement in Hz(K) of the set of all functions 
which vanish at z1 , z2 ,..., z,, , and Y is any bounded analytic function from D 
to ‘?I with Y(z?) = Wj for all j (e.g. Y(z) = Cj”=I lJ+j Wj(z - zi)/(zj - zi)). 
Proof, We assume the reader is familiar with the ideas of Sarason sketched 
above and with elementary dilation theory. Again, let U be the unilateral shift 
on H’(K) and let S = prHU. It is easy to show that U is the minimal isometric 
dilation for S, and we omit the proof. (Since this fact will be needed only to 
invoke Theorem 2, one could alternatively observe that in view of Corollary 3, 
Theorem 2 will hold true with the minimal isometric dilation (: for S replaced 
by an arbitrary isometric dilation if one interprets the term “canonical extension” 
sympathetically.) Let T = pr,MY , where Y is the operator polynomial defined 
in the statement of the theorem. Then according to the ideas of Sarason sketched 
above, the problem of finding a B(K)-valued function @ with (1 Q, (lm = (( T (( 
which takes each xi to Wj is the same as the problem of finding a dilation 
T of T commuting with cr and satisfying 11 T (1 = I/ T 11. However, we want 
not just a B(K)-valued function, but rather an PC-valued function, which may 
be found as follows. 
For each B E ‘91’ (the commutant of 91), define the operator B on HZ(K) as the 
operator of multiplication by the function constantly equal to B. That is, 
(bF)(eif) = B(F(e”‘)) for all FE H*(K) an d eit E C. Then B obviously holds HI 
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invariant, and so does (@* = (G). H ence H reduces & Clearly, B commutes 
with U and U* and it follows easily that B 1 H commutes with S = prHu and 
S*. Hence, by uniqueness of canonical extensions, B must be the canonical 
extension of its restriction to H. Also, B [ H commutes with T = prHMP 
because B commutes with MY . 
By Theorem 2, there exists a dilation T of T to H”(K) with 11 T 11 = j/ T I/ 
which commutes with ZJ and with all operators B with B E (If’. Since F com- 
mutes with Zl, T = MO for some @ E HKm with (1 @ /I,D = // T 11 = I[ T 11. As in 
the scalar case, the condition that T dilates T implies that @(zj) = I4\ for 
j = 1) 2,.. ., n. 
To complete the proof we need only show that @(eit) E 5!I for almost all real t 
since we have already remarked that this implies that D(z) E ?I for j z / < 1. 
Let B be any element of 91’. To say that T = MQ commutes with fi means that 
for any F G H*(K), the relation 
B@(eit) F(eit) = @(eit)B F(eit) 
fails to hold only on a set of measure 0 (which depends on F). Considering this 
relation with F constant and using the separability of K, one easily sees that (1) 
implies that given any B E ‘?I’, for almost all t, 
BO(eit) = @(eit)B. (2) 
Now since 91’ acts on a separable Hilbert space K, ‘8 is separable as a topological 
space under the weak operator topology, and a routine argument using this and 
(2) shows that there is some set E of measure 0 such that for all B and all t $ E, 
B@(eit) = @(eit)B. But th is says that for almost all t, @(eit) is in the double 
cornmutant (?I’)’ of 2l. S ince ‘8 is a von Neumann algebra, (‘X)’ = ‘$1, and 
hence we have shown that there exists an H Km function @ taking values in VI 
such that @(zj) = kVj for all j and /I @ /Im = /I prHMP 11. This is equivalent to 
the statement of the theorem. 
We have given Theorem 6 chiefly as an example of how the generalized 
lifting theorem may be applied to obtain analogues of classical interpolation 
results for functions from the unit disc to a von Neumann algebra. Analogues of 
the other interpolation results considered by Sarason follow from similar 
considerations. 
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Note added in proof (November 1978). Since this paper was submitted I have learned 
that versions of Theorem 1 were discovered independently by W. Kahan and 
H. Weinberger. In addition, the special case in which C = B*, A = A*, and a Hermitian 
X is sought turns out to be essentially equivalent to the well known result that a (possibly 
unbounded) positive symmetric operator has a self-adjoint extension which is also 
positive. For details, see [Riesz, F. and Sz.-Nagy, B., “Functional Analysis,” Ungar, 
N.Y., 1955, pp. 336-3401, in which the existence of a Hermitian X making [I Mr /I = 
I] [,“I I] is proved by an elegant abstract argument which, though stated only for the special 
case cited, can be easily modified to give Theorem 1 without the explicit characterization 
of X. Other references of interest are [Davis, C., An extremal problem for extensions of a 
sesquilinear form, Lin. Alg. Appl. 13 (1976), 91-1021, [Krein, M. G., The theory of 
self-adjoint extensions of semi-bounded Hermitian transformations and its applications 
(in Russian; English summary), Mat. Sb. (N.S.) 20 (62) (1947), 431-4951, and 
[Weinberger, H. F., On optimal numerical solution of partial differential equations, 
SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 9 (I 972), 182-I 981. 
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